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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider differential equations of the form 
(1.1) F(x, Y, Y’) = 0. 
Here x denotes a complex variable and y(x) a complex m-vector function. 
Furthermore, F is an m-vector valued function defined and analytic in a 
neighbourhood of a point (~0, ~0, ~a) ECj xqm xCJ” and F(xo, 90, zo)=O. 
The problem of finding solutions analytic near (x0, ~0, xg) can be divided 
into an algebraic and an analytic part. The algebraic part consists of the 
construction, or at least of a proof of the existence of a formal solution 
of the form U(X) = rBo a,(~-xs)ff with a~ =yo, ai =a. The solution is 
called formal because it is a formal power series (not necessarily with a 
positive radius of convergence), which satisfies (1.1) in the sense that 
substitution of u in the left-hand side of (1.1) yields the zero power series. 
(1.2) REMARK. Sometimes, formal solutions of a different form are 
sought, e.g. u = 2 anxnfk, where k is a positive integer, or u = y(x) 1 a,,xn, 
where y(x) is a function of simple type, which has no power series ex- 
pansion at x = 0 (we suppose here that x0 = 0). 0 
The analytic part of the problem consists of a proof that the formal 
solution u thus constructed is related in one way or another to an actual 
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solution of (1.1). Ideally, ZL converges (i.e. has a positive radius of con- 
vergence) and hence represents an analytic solution defined in a neigh- 
bourhood of ($0, yo, 20). In section 2 we give a condition that guarantees 
that this is indeed the case (theorem (2.6)). Unfortunately this condition 
is rather restrictive if one is interested in the behaviour of the solutions 
in a neighbourhood of a singular point. It can be seen from simple examples 
(see example (2.8)) that the condition given in theorem (2.6) cannot be 
essentially relaxed. However, the same example suggests that formal 
solutions will have a significance for the differential equation as an 
asymptotic series of an analytic solution. In a forthcoming paper ([7]), 
it will be shown that this is a correct suggestion, under a very weak 
hypothesis. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the convergent case. 
In section 2 the problem will be formulated and our main result will 
be given in sections 3 and 4. In section 3 we prove an auxiliar result 
(lemma (3.3)) which will be given in a more general form than necessary 
for our present purposes in view of later applications. As a byproduct of 
this lemma we obtain a result about the convergence of a formal solution 
of an analytic equation of the form 
(1.3) f@, Y) = 0 
where f is analytic in a neighbourhood of a point (~0, yo) E Cj xqm. This 
result is also proved in [9] and implicitly contained in [l, theorem 1.21 
The result of section 3 is used to reduce the differential equation (1.1) 
to a form suitable for the application of Banach’s contraction mapping 
theorem, by which theorem (2.6) will be proved in section 4. 
We conclude this section with a few examples of situations in which 
the behaviour of solutions in a neighbourhood of a singular point arises 
in a natural way. 
(1.4) EXAMPLES. 
(i) Consider the differential equation 
2 =H(t, y). 
Suppose that we want to know the behaviour of the solutions for t -+ 00. 
Substitution of t = l/s yields 
-Sar; = H( l/z, y) = : f(x, y). 
Usually, f(x, Y) will be singular in x= 0, but even if f is analytic, the 
differential equation still may be singular because of the factor 22 in the 
left hand side. See e.g. [2, Ch. 9] for a type of equation that can be handled 
this way. 
(ii) Consider the autonomous equation 
a2 z = H(z). 
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Suppose, that we know that the solution under consideration tends to 
Z for t + bo. Then we may use one of the components, say z=zi, as an 
independent variable, and the vector y= (ZZ, . . . . zm) formed by the other 
components as the dependent variable. 
We have 
g =a,(% y), 
ay z =a(& Y), 
from which we may eliminate t : 
dY f&(4 y) - = az H4x, Y)* 
The resulting equation usually is singular at (z, y)=Z (since H(Z) =O). 
For an example of this situation we refer to [5]. 
(iii) Suppose that a solution of the equation 
dY 
& =fm Y) 
is known to have a singularity at a certain value x0 of 2. For simplicity 
let us restrict ourselves to the case of a single equation (m= l), for which 
we have y(x) + 00 (x --f x0). If we substitute y = l/z we obtain the following 
equation for z 
z = - WX, l/z) = : f(Z, 2). 
Then f will usually be singular at (x, z) = (x0, 0). cl 
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
We denote by CJ[[zi, . . ., xJ:n]l the set of formal power series in the 
variables ~1, . . . , xn. Sometimes we aggregate some of the variables in 
order to shorten the notation, e.g. CJ[[z, y, z]]=CJ[[z, yi, . . . . ym, 21, . . . . z,,]], 
if y=(yi, . . . . ym) and z=(zi, . . . . xP). The subspace of power series with a 
positive radius of convergence will be denoted by Cj{xl, . . . . cc,,), with 
analogous possibilities of aggregation. If 9 is any space, k en, 1 in, 
then 9’k denotes the space of k-column vectors the components of which 
are elements of Y. Similarly, 9 k Xr denotes the space of k x 1 matrices 
with entries in 9. 
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Without loss of generality we may assume that the point (~0, 90, a) 
mentioned in the introduction is the origin (0, 0, 0) in 4 x@ xCJm, since 
we can always obtain this situation by the substitutions x=x0 +[, 
y=yo+&il+~. 
Let P E qm(z, y, z}, F(0, 0, 0) = 0, where y ECJm, z ECJm. Then 
(2.1) F(x, Y(X), Y’(4) = 0 
is an analytic differential equation in a neighbourhood N of the origin 
(0, 0, 0) in qsm+i. Let Nz denote the projection of iV on the x-plane. 
A function y defined and analytic in some open set S in Nz will be called 
a solution of (2.1) if it satisfies (2.1). Suppose that we are able to find 
a formal solution 
(2.2) U= z a,xn 
n-e 
of (2.1). Unless otherwise stated it will always be understood implicitly, 
that a formal solution of an analytic equation has a vanishing constant 
term. In this case, in order to guarantee that the argument of F has 
values in a neighbourhood of (0, 0, 0), we require also al = 0. Our question 
is : Does u have a positive radius of convergence ? The answer to this ques- 
tion depends on the rank of the formal solution. 
(2.3) DEFINITION. Let u be a formal solution of (2.1). The rank e(u) 
of u is defined to be the smallest integer v for which there exists a matrix 
MN “““[[x]] such that 
M(x)Fz(x, u, u’) = xvi 
where F, denotes the matrix of partial derivatives of F with respect to z. 
If there exists no such matrix then we define Q(U) =oo. 
(2.4) DEFINITION. Let v be a formal power series in x. The order of v 
is dejined to be the index of the first nonzero coeficient of v and is denoted 
by o(v). If v=O we de&e o(v)=ca. 
If Q(U) COO, then FJx, u, u’) is invertible. Then we may set 
Q(U) = -w(F,‘(x, u, u’)). 
If e(u) =CQ, then F,(x, u, u’) is not invertible. 
In literature, often differential equations of the form 
(2.5) X”Y’ = f(x, y) 
are considered (see [lo] Ch. I-V). For such equations, one may speak of 
the rank of the origin as a singular point of the differential equation. 
Our result is 
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(2.6) THEOREM. Let u be a fowm! sohtim of (2.1). If Q(U) = 0 or e(u) = 1, 
then u has a positive radius of convergence. 
If ,o(zc) = 0, then P,(O, 0, 0) is nonsingular. Hence by the implicit function 
theorem, we can solve for y’ in (2.1): 
y’ = f&G Y) 
where GE~~{x, y}. It is well known that this equation has a unique formal 
solution which is convergent. (see [lo, Theorem (2.1)]). The proof of the 
case e(u) = 1 will be given in section 4. 
Theorem (2.6) includes the following special case : If u is a formal 
8olution of 
(2.7) XY’(X) =f(% Y) 
then u E CJm{x}. 
Our proof of theorem (2.6) consists of the reduction of the general case 
to this special case. The result of this special case is known (see [4]), 
but a proof is not easily found in literature. Therefore we will give a proof 
of theorem (2.6) for this case in section 4. 
If e(u) > 1 it is possible that a formal solution diverges. 
(2.8) EXAMPLE. Consider the differential equation 
(2.9) dy’=y-2. 
It is easily verified that 
(2.10) U= 5 (n-l)!@ 
n-1 
is a formal solution that does not converge. The general solution of (2.9) 
can be given explicitly, viz., 
y(x) = Cc-W - s” t--l&ltW@, 
1 
where C = y(1). By standard methods of asymptotic analysis it can be 
seen that every solution has (2.10) as an asymptotic power series in every 
sector of the form 
S=(xeqlx#O, ]argx]=zn-6) 
with 6> 0 (see [lo, Ch. III], also compare [2, section (1.5)]). 0 
It follows that the conclusion of theorem (2.6) is no longer valid if 
e(u) > 1. But at the same time the example suggests. that in case e(u) > 1, 
the formal solution, though not convergent, has a significance as an 
asymptotic expansion of a solution. It will be shown in [7] that this is the 
case, in a sense to be defined precisely, if e(u) <oo. The problem is still 
open for the case e(u)=m. 
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3. A FUNDAWENTAL LEYBIA AND SOME APPLICATIONS 
If 
u= z anxn ECP[[x]] 
and N E fl or N = 0, we introduce the N-head of zc by 
N 
(3.1) Nu:’ z\ anxn 
n-1 
and the N-tail of u by 
(3.2) UfNl:= 5 an+NXn. 
Vi-1 
It is clear that Nu &jm[x] (a polynomial), uINl ECjm[[x]], and that u=@+ 
+ XNU INI. Furthermore, gu = 0, @I= u. 
The main result of this section is 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let F E@{x, y, z}, where y = (~1, . . . , y,), z = (q, . . ., zp). 
Let (y, z) = (u, v) be a formal solution of the equation 
(3.4) F(x, y, 2) = 0. 
If there exists M E @xp[[x]] such that 
IM(x)F,(x, u, w) =x91 
then there exists f l Cjp(x, y} with the following properties 
(i) Every solution (formal, or arudyticul, dejined in a set in a neighbour- 
hood of t?be origin in the (7, &space) of 
(3.5) xT=f(x, 7) 
yidd8 a solution of (3.4) by means of the transfmmatkms 
(3.6) y=&+$*q, zsp=w+x?. 
(ii) For every formal solution (C, v”) satisfying !dZ = zvu, srG = ~“21, the pair 
(iD+l, 4Pl) is a formal solution of (3.5). In particular (~12~1, @I) is a formal 
solution of (3.5). 
PROOF. If v= 0, then F,(O, 0, 0) is nonsingular. According to the 
implicit function theorem, there exists a, function f ~@(x, y}, such that 
(3.4) is formally and locally equivalent to the equation z = f(x, y). 
Now suppose that v > 1. We define 
F&q g, @:=F(z, eu+g, 2,v+E) 
and consider a Taylor expansion of FI: 
FI(x, g, z)=F+F,g+Ft+Q(x, jj, 3) 
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where F, F, and F, are evaluated at (x , zVu, 2”~)) and where G contains 
only second and higher order terms in g and 1. Now FJx, 2Vu, 2”~)) and 
Fz(x, U, v) agree up to the term with x2’. 
Let Ml E~@Q[[x]] b e such that IM&)F,(x, u, v) = ~“1. Define N(x) : = 
=2YM1(x). (Definition (3.1) has been extended here to matrices). Then 
N(x)Fz(x, zru, 24 = XV+ x’A(x)) 
for some A E 49 “r(x). Since v > 0 the matrix I+x’A(x) is invertible in 
q9 Xp(xj. Therefore, there exists a nonsingular matrix function M 4JP XP{x}, 
such that 
Jf(x)F,(x, zru, 2rv) = x’I. 
We define 
3'2@, g, E): =M(@‘I(x, j, I)=MF+MF~~~+~“E+MG(z, g, z). 
We substitute g =Pq, E= a?“( and observe that 
MG(x, g, a) =x2’Gl(x, x”q, ~‘0, 
for some Gi E @{x, y, z), since G does not contain linear or constant terms 
in g, E. It follows that the equation (3.4) is equivalent to 
MF+8{MF,l;l+xw~+G~(x, ~“7, x”t)}=O. 
Since 7 = ~12~1 and 5 = @I satisfy these equations formally, we must have 
MF = x29(x) for some b E Q(x). Hence we obtain an equation of the form 
xv:*5 + qx, q, XT) = 0 
where H contains only constant second and higher order terms in x”[. 
Since H is analytic, we may apply the implicit function theorem, to 
obtain 
for some analytic function f. It is easily seen that f satisfies the properties 
(i) and (ii). Cl 
If we apply the lemma to the case where y does not appear in F (that 
is, nz=O), we find 
(3.7) COROLLARY. Let F E @(x, z}, where z = (21, . .., xp) and let z=v be 
a formal solution of the equation F(x, z) = 0. If det F,(x, v) ~0, then v is 
convergent. 
PROOF. If det Fz(x, v) z 0, there exists M(x) E @Xp[[x]] and v such 
that M(x)F&, v) =x’l. According to the lemma, C=V[~Y] is a formal 
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solution of an equation of the form 
x”C=f(x), 
where f E Q’(x). Hence v = +J +xw~~I= 2vv+ z?/(x) is convergent. q 
If p = 1, the condition det PZ(x, v) # 0 can be relaxed considerably: 
(3.8) COROLLARY. Let p= 1 and v a formal sohtion of the equation 
F(x, z) =0 (see (3.7)). If F is not identically zero, then v is convergent. 
PROOF. First we observe that we may assume that F(0, z) is not 
identically zero. If F(0, z) = 0, then F is divisible by x and v is also a 
formal solution of the equation 
F&z, z) = 0 
where Fl(z, z) =z-lF(x, z). We may repeat this procedure until we obtain 
a function, F&E, z) say, of which v is a formal solution and which satisfies 
Fk(O, z) # 0. 
Suppose now that F(0, z) is not identically zero. If F&x, v) = 0 then 
v is a formal solution of the equation P,(z, z) = 0. If F,,(x, v) = 0 then we 
repeat this procedure and use F&x, x) to start with. It is not possible 
that bkF(z, v)/bzk= 0 for all k, because this would imply that iVF(O, O)/ 
ok= 0 for all k, and hence that F(0, z) = 0. It follows that for some k 
we have 
akF(x, v) = o @+lF(z, v) z. 
bzk ’ &k+l * 
Now we may apply corollary (3.7) to P(x, z) =bkF(x, z)/bzk. 0 
It is not difficult to extend lemma (3.3) and corollary (3.7) to the case 
of more independent variables (compare also [l , lemma (2.8)]). 
Our main application of lemma (3.3) will be 
(3.9) COROLLARY. Let u be a formal solution of (2.1). If v:=Q(~)<cG, 
then there exists f E Cjm(x, y}, such that ?j =u[zv] is a formal solution of 
(3.10) xVr’(x) =f(x, 11(x)). 
In addition, any (analytical) solution of (3.10) dejned in a set sugiciently 
close to the origin, yields a solution of (2.1) by the tramformation 
(3.11) y=z”u+x2”r]. 
PROOF. We restrict ourselves to the case v > 1. Let u be a formal solution 
of F(x, y, y’) = 0, then (u, v), where v: =u’, is a formal solution of 
F(x, y, z) = 0 (notice that we have assumed that w(u) = 2, so that v does 
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not contain a constant term). According to lemma (3.3) there exists an 
analytic function g(z, y) such that (7, c) = (u[erl, v[evl) is a solution of 
x’[ = g(x, q). Since 
(where UZ,,+~ is the first coefficient in the power series expansion of u[2~1), 
it follows that 7 =&?I is a formal solution of 
where f(x, 7) : =g(x, 7) - 2~~77 - UZ,+~). Conversely, if we have a solution 
of this equation defined in a set in a neighbourhood of x= 0, the formula 
(3.11) will give us a solution of (2.1) in the same set. 0 
According to corollary (3.9), it suffices for the proof of theorem (2.6) 
to restrict ourselves to equations of the form 
XY’=f(X, Y), 
where f E CJm{x, y}. The proof of theorem (2.6) for this case will be given 
in the next section. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM (2.6) 
Let f E CP{x, y], where y= (yl, . . . . ym) and suppose that u is a formal 
solution of 
(4.1) xy’=f(x, Y). 
We write f(x, y) =Ay+h(x, y), where A : = fu(O, 0) is an m x m matrix and 
h E CJm{x, y} satisfies &(O, 0) = 0. In order that the Contraction Mapping 
Theorem be applicable, we will require that the following condition is 
satisfied : 
(4.2) CONDITION. Every eigenvalue iz of A satisjks the inequality Re 1 Q - 1. 
We show that it is no loss of generality to assume that this conditions 
holds. If the equation 
(4.3) xy’ = Ay + h(x, y) 
does not satisfy (4.2) we substitute the series u partially. Setting 
where p in, we obtain the following equation for T,J 
(4.4) q’ = (A -pI)q + h&c, q) 
where 
hl(x, 17) : = x-@{h(x, pu + xp:pr) -x&}. 
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Since q=zDl is a formal solution of (4.4) hl must be analytic (a pole of 
hl w.r.t. x, would not vanish upon the substitution 7 =&‘I, since 7 only 
occurs with analytic factors in hl). Furthermore, 
and in particular, hl,(O, 0) = h,(O, 0) = 0. We observe that U[PJ is a formal 
solution of equation (4.4), which satisfies (4.2) if p is sufficiently large. 
And, of course, the convergence of &I implies the convergence of u. 
We want to point out that the formal solution u is unique if condition 
(4.2) is satisfied. This can easily be verified. 
Equation (4.2) can be rewritten into an integral equation by means 
of the variation of constants formula 
y(x) = rAc + x-l f (E/x)-A-‘h(E, y(t))& 
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where xp: = exp (P log 5) and c is an arbitrary element of CJm. We are 
interested in solutions y(x) that satisfy g(O) = 0. Because of condition (4.2), 
x-A + 0 (x + 0), so that we must have 
y(x) =x-l i (E/xFA-‘h(t, y(t))@. 
0 
As an integration path we choose the straight segment connecting the 
origin with X, and paramatrised by 5 =kr (0 ~1 G 1). This yields 
(4.6) y(x) = ; A-A-‘h(k, y(Ax))dil. 
0 
An analytic function y(x) satisfying this integral equation and the initial 
condition y(0) = 0 is an analytic solution of (4.1). The power series ex- 
pansion of this analytic solution is a formal solution of (4.1). Consequently, 
our proof will be complete if we establish the existence of an analytic 
solution of (4.5) vanishing at the origin. 
For r > 0 let 9,. denote the space of analytic functions y : iV,. + am 
satisfying the inequality [y(x)1 <C/xl for some C>O. Here N,: = {x E al 
1x1 <r} and IyI is a (fixed) norm in 4”. In Yr we define a norm by 
IIYII:= sup WIYW 1@44-+ 
With this norm and the usual addition and scalar multiplication 9r is a 
Banach space over Cl. We denote by L%$,@ the set {y E Yrl I]yll~q). 
The function h in (4.3) satisfies hy(O, 0) =O. Consequently, the in- 
equalities 
(4.6) lh@s Y/)I ~Jf(l4 + 1~1~) 
and 
(4.7) IW, y)-W, 4 <W4 + IYI + kl)lv -4 
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hold for sufficiently small x, y, z, say for 1x1<& IyI ~6, IzI ~6. It is also 
assumed that h is analytic for these values of x, y. Since condition (4.2) 
is satisfied we have Ill-A-‘ll Q L (0~3, G 1) for some L> 0. 
For sufficiently small T, the operator @ given by 
c@(y) : = j A-A-‘h(Ax, y(kc))dA 
0 
is defined on L%%,~, where q: = LM. Indeed, this is true if ltil<8, 
Iy(Jx)j t6 for Ogl=~ 1, 1x1 <r and y E a,.,* and these inequalities are 
satisfied if r<6 and qr<d. Furthermore, if q% < 3,2, then Q, maps ~8r,* 
into .%,, as follows from (4.6). Similarly it follows from (4.7) that 
II@(Y) -w G 411~ --ii if N-w 3/2. 
Consequently, if we choose r > 0 such that the inequalities 
r < 6, LMr < 6, L2M2r Q 312, LNr Q 312 
hold, then @ is a contraction on %,LM and hence @ has a fixed point, 
which is an analytic solution of (4.5) vanishing at the origin. This com- 
pletes the proof of theorem (2.6). 
5. SOME BENERALISATIONS 
I. Consider a system of linear differential equations 
(5.1) Y’b) =-44Y(4 
where A(z) is a single valued meromorphic matrix in some neighbourhood 
of x= 0. The origin is said to be a regular singular point if the solutions 
of (5.1) have at most an algebraic growth near the origin, that is, if 
(5.2) IYMI < I x Ia 
for some a E ‘& holds for every solution y. 
A sufficient (but not necessary) condition for the origin to be a regular 
singular point is that xA(x) be analytic at x = 0, in which case we may 
write 
(5.3) XY’ (4 = B(X)Y (4 
with B E CJ”X”{x>. The proof given in section 4 can easily be adapted to 
the situation where the equation is of the form 
(5.4) Y’(X) =A(x)YI(x) + WA Y) 
where A(x) may have a singularity at x= 0, but such that the linearisation 
has a regular singular point at x= 0. 
Thus we may relax the condition e(u) = 1 in theorem (2.6) by: (5.1) 
has a regular singular point at the origin, where 
A(x)= -&-‘(2, Nu, Nw)F&, N’U, NW) 
and N is a sufficiently large number. 
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Conditions for regularity have been given by several authors. We 
refer to [3], [8]. 
II. We also may consider the differential equation 
(5.5) m, Y(X), Y’(4) = 0 
where P E CJp{x, y, z}, y E qm, that is where the number of equations and 
the number of unknowns are not equal. We distinguish between two cases : 
(i) p>m. If u is a formal solution of (5.5) then Q(U) is defined to be 
the minimal value of Y for which there exists a matrix M E@ Xr[[s]] such 
that M(z)FJx, u, u’) =?:‘I, and e(u) = 00 if no such matrix exists. 
It can be shown (see e.g. [6, Thm (4.6)]) that there exist matrices 
u E 42, xq[~ll, 7 E am ““[[xl] such that U, V are invertible, 
u-1 E qpxp[[x]], v-1 EqmXm[[x]], UP&, ?&, u’)V=D, 
where 
D= ; [I ap ““[[~I1 
and 
d = [ x’l0 . 0 * ‘0 .-* . . 0 *.. . 1 x’m 0 :
with vi< < vm. It is not difficult to see that vm =v: =e(u). \ ***, 
We choose N > v and set y : = NV~ and 
G(x, q,5) : = - NUF( x, NV7, NVlq+NR). 
Then the differential equation for 17 is 
(5.6) G(x, v, 7’) = 0. 
The formal power series co: =NV-lu is a formal solution of (5.6). (It is 
easily seen that NV is invertible in Cjmxm{xjJ Furthermore, 
Gc(x, Lo, W’) =NUFz(X, ‘IL, ‘d)Nv =D+ XNC 
for some C E 42, ““[[x]]. Let us denote by H the function consisting of 
the fist m components of G. It follows that q = w is a formal solution of 
(5.7) WC y,rl’) = 0 
and that 
Hc(x, co, cd) =A + XV 
for some r E Cl” ““[[xl]. Ob tiously, the rank of o with respect to equation 
(5.7) equals v. If v= 1 then w and hence u converges. 
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(ii) Now consider the case that p<m. In this case it is not necessarily 
true that a formal solution converges, even if Q(U) = 1. Here we define 
Q(U) to be the smallest integer VP 0, for which there exists an m x p 
matrix M such that F&r, u, u’)M(x) = $1. We can state a result which 
has some similarity with [l, Theorem (1.2)]. 
(5.8) THEOREM. Let u be a formal solution of (5.5) with e(u) = 1. Then, 
there exists for every k E II a convergent solution ii of (5.5) such thut 
m(u--G)>k. 
PROOF. This result is obvious from our previous considerations in the 
case p sm. Hence we restrict our attention to the case p cm. Like in 
the case p>m we may multiply equation (5.5) by a matrix U(z) and 
apply the transformation 17 = Vy to obtain that the equation has the 
following form (using the names of the original variables again) 
(5.9) Jqx, y, Y’, z,z’) = 0 
where P E @{x, y, 9, z, e}, and where for the corresponding formal solution 
(Y, 4 = (u, v) th ere exists an m x m matrix M(z) such that 
F&x, u, u’, v, v’pqx) =x1. 
From lemma (3.3) one can derive that the tails (7, 5) = (~[a], ~$21) satisfy 
an equation of the form 
(5.10) q’=f(x, 7, E, 5’). 
(Compare the proof of corollary (3.9)). Conversely, every convergent 
solution of (5.10) corresponds to a convergent solution of (5.9) by the 
transformations 
y=zu+x%j, z=zv+x2~. 
Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for equations of the form (5.10). 
Let us therefore assume that we have an equation of the form 
(5.11) xy’=f(2, y, 2,z’). 
Substituting 
y =fl+xN7j, z=Nv+x”[ 
for sufficiently large N, we obtain an equation of the same type but with 
the property that h(O, 0, 0, 0) has only eigenvalues with negative real 
part. Then it follows that for every choice of z E~~-D{x> there exists a 
unique formal solution y, which is also convergent. Thus, if we substitute 
z = kv we obtain a solution y =g which is easily seen to satisfy u(% -u) > k. 
Hence (y, z) = @, EV) is the required solution of (5.11). cl 
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